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Abstract
The theory developed earlier, predicts that TFPAS sensitivity exhibits a periodic character, the period being equal to one half of the
longitudinal acoustical wavelength in the sorption film material, λr . Sensitivity maxima occur at lr = (2n − 1)λr /4, where n is 1, 2, 3, . . . and
lr is the sorption film thickness. Preliminary experiments showed that there was indeed a sharp increase in the sensitivity of TFPAS in the
vicinity of λ/4 resonance. In this paper, λ/4 resonance is confirmed and the theory is further experimentally validated by observing another
resonance at 3λ/4. Potential applications of TFPAS operated at resonance frequencies for real-time detection and identification of chemical
and biological weapons are discussed.
© 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Bulk acoustic wave sensors (e.g. quartz crystal microbalance, QCM) [1,2], surface acoustic wave (SAW) [3–6] sensors, etc., provide exceptional mass sensitivity by measuring
shifts in resonant frequency. Such devices can be used both
as chemical/gas [3–6], or biological [7] sensors, depending
on the nature of a specific selective film that is deposited
onto the device surface. Because the acoustic wave sensors
are relatively inexpensive, readily available, and can provide
high sensitivity with real-time detection and identification,
they have the potential to become the method of choice for
sensors operating at or near ambient conditions.
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A while ago, a new type of acoustic sensor has been introduced that exploits the bulk longitudinal acoustic wave and
has a complex resonator [8,9]. Its driving piezoelement was a
thin piezoelectric film of several microns thickness that was
deposited onto a non-piezoelectric substrate which played
the role of a resonator cavity. The gas sorption film is applied
onto the opposite side of the substrate.
The device was called thin film piezoelectric acoustic sensor (TFPAS). The TFPAS responds mainly to the changes in
the thickness of the sorption layer, lr ; the latter is the most
important parameter for the subsequent considerations.
The operating TFPAS frequency may lie within
70–1000 MHz region, but usually a frequency of 100 MHz
is used. Unlike QCM, TFPAS operates at longitudinal, not a
shear mode.
Similar to the other acoustic wave sensors, TFPAS
sensitivity is defined as a derivative, S = df0 /dC where f0
is the sensor working frequency and C is an analyte (gas)
concentration.
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Recently, it was shown theoretically that the sensitivity of
TFPAS can be further substantially increased (two orders of
magnitude and more) by the proper choice of the working
frequency, resonator geometry, the acoustic parameters of
the resonator elements such as density and sound velocity
[10–11].
The theory predicted that TFPAS sensitivity would exhibit
a periodic character, the period being equal to one half of the
longitudinal acoustical wavelength in the sorption film material λr . Sensitivity maxima would occur at lr = (2n − 1)λr /4;
the corresponding minima would be shifted to nλr /2, where
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . and lr was defined earlier. Sensitivity peaks at
λ/4, 3λ/4, etc. were called resonances and n was named the
resonance number. The results of preliminary experiments
[11] showed that there was indeed a sharp increase in the
sensitivity of TFPAS in the vicinity of λ/4 resonance.
In this paper, λ/4 resonance is confirmed and the theory is
further experimentally validated by observing another resonance at 3λ/4.
Potential applications of TFPAS operated at resonance frequencies for real-time detection and identification of chemical and biological weapons are discussed.

Fig. 1. Theoretical TFPAS sensitivity, Sl , versus lr /λr .

It is clearly seen that there is a set of sensitivity maxima
at lr = (2n − 1)λr /4, and peak amplitudes grow up with the
resonance number.

3. Experimental
2. Theory
TFPAS operation principles and the theory of its
resonance-like response were introduced in [10,11]. This theory resulted from the application of continuous acoustic wave
(CW) analysis of TFPAS sensitivity mechanism. Here is the
summary of the theory. TFPAS is treated as a complex, multilayer plane, one-dimensional, and nondamping resonator
operating in an ambient analyzed gas.
The central equation that described the sensitivity dependence on the working TFPAS frequency, the relevant substrate and sorption layer material parameters, was:
Sl =

1
1 + α(ls cr / lr cs

)(cos2

kr lr + α−2 sin2 kr lr )

(1)

where Sl is the normalized sensitivity with respect to the sorption layer swelling and is proportional to the integrated, experimentally observed sensitivity, S; α = Zs /Zr is the ratio
of the acoustic impedances of the substrate and the sorption
film; cs and cr are the longitudinal sound velocity in the substrate material and the sorption layer, respectively; ls is the
substrate thickness; and kr is the wave number.
The dependence of Sl on the sorption film thickness was
shown to be of paramount importance. Since (1) is not illustrative and hard to treat, the numerical analysis was used.
Calculations were made for three different, and commonly
used substrate materials: fused quartz, Al–Y garnet (YAG),
and sapphire. A vinyl-styrene copolymer (VSC) was used as
the sorption film material.
Theoretically predicted dependence of Sl on (lr /λr ) is
shown in Fig. 1. The parameters that were used for calculation are the same as in [11].

The TFPAS design was described in detail elsewhere [8,9].
The sensor substrates were polished SiO2 (fused) and YAG
plates (1 1 1 cut) of 10 mm × 10 mm × 1.5 mm in size.
Commercially available vinyl-styrene copolymer was
used as gas sensitive sorption film [10,11].
The VSC films were prepared by spin rotation
(3500–4000 rpm for 1–2 min) of the polymer solution in
toluene and/or chloroform. VSC concentrations were empirically chosen to provide the resultant film thickness of about
3.5 ± 1 and 11 ± 2 m, corresponding to λ/4 and 3λ/4 resonances. The thickness and the quality of the resultant films
were examined with a Russian made commercial interference
microscope. The accuracy of the lr measurements was about
0.3 m.
The n-decane was selected to use as an analyte because of
convenience of its vapor preparation.
The experimental setup included a gas testing cell, a gas
delivery system, and vapor generating cell all of which were
described earlier in detail [10,11], read-out electronics, and
data acquisition hardware/software. For the latter a laboratory
made high-frequency, 100–120 MHz, amplifier of routine design was used. Its frequency could be adjusted to provide any
desirable working mode. Short-time stability (15–20 min)
was kept at the level of 10–20 Hz; long-time stability (up to
8 h) was 250–300 Hz. The typical frequency noise baseline
is shown in Fig. 2.
Frequency changes were measured in real time with a standard frequency meter trivially interfaced with a PC that contained data acquisition software. The reference channel was
not used in the experiments, because the short-time frequency
stability was sufficient enough to obtain meaningful results.
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Fig. 2. TFPAS short time frequency stability.

Analyte concentrations were determined from the amount
of analyte evaporated during the experiment that was measured with the high precision Sartorius balances (10−5 g accuracy). The resultant gas concentration (in ppm) was calculated with the following formula:
C=

531

Fig. 3. TFPAS response (YAG substrate) to 100 ppm n-decane vapors under
λ/4 peak resonance.

was estimated to be 10–12% for λ/4 and 15–20% for 3λ/4
experiments. Lower accuracy of measurements for the latter
was due to the poorer quality of the thick sorption films used
(see above and Section 2).

t 0 × 106 P
273 Mvτ

where t0 is the ambient air temperature (K), M the analyte
molecular weight, v the air flow (l/min), and P the weight
in grams of the analyte evaporated.
In all the experiments C values were kept at the same level
(100 ppm).

4. Results
Thin films for λ/4 experiments (3 m thick) were smooth,
transparent, and of easily controllable thickness. On the contrary, it was almost impossible to obtain thicker films (about
11 m) of sufficient quality for 3λ/4 experiments by simply
increasing the polymer concentration. After dozens of unsuccessful attempts we could find only one way to get what we
wanted: by two consecutive applications of the same polymer
solution onto the substrate. However, even with this procedure only a limited number of sensors of sufficient quality
can be produced.
The typical TFPAS response (YAG substrate) to 100 ppm
n-decane vapors under λ/4 peak resonance is shown in Fig. 3.
It is seen that the response is reversible, symmetric, and repetitive.
The dependence of the TFPAS sensitivity on sorption film
thickness is presented in Fig. 4A and B; solid lines are a theoretical prediction, filled circles are the experimental values.
Both theoretical curves were normalized to the peak of the
λ/4 resonance in case of fused quartz substrate.
Each experimental point is a mean among the series of
gas experiments; the overall accuracy of the measurements

Fig. 4. Normalized (to 1/4 resonance of fused quartz substrate) TFPAS sensitivity: (A) fused quartz substrate and (B) YAG substrate.
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5. Discussion
Several issues will be discussed here. First, there is a good
agreement between theoretically predicted and experimentally obtained curves of Sl versus lr (Fig. 4A and B). Slightly
shifted positions of the experimental peaks versus those predicted theoretically may be explained by the fact that for
theoretical prediction the longitudinal sound velocity of rubber (substance close to VSC) was used. These results indicate
that the theory of resonant sensitivity of the acoustic waves
sensors [11] that was developed on the basis of continuous
waves analysis approach is valid.
It may be expected that the theory is fully applicable to
the other bulk acoustic wave sensors. However, quarts crystal
microbalance (QCM) was not a “suitable case for resonant
sensitivity increase” [11]. As more thorough considerations
show, this may be true only for QCM with rather low working frequencies (10 MHz or lower). For QCM with higher
working frequencies resonance-like enhancement of sensitivity may be expected. It is conceivable, that under “nonresonant conditions”, the increase in the sensitivity of QCM
may be achieved by employing high odd harmonics (third,
fifth, seventh, etc.) [12]. For instance, a QCM operating at
49MHz (that is about 25 more sensitive than a 10 MHz device) the sound wavelength in most sorption materials would
be about 20 m. So, the additional, λ/4 resonance sensitivity
increase would be expected at the sorption film thickness of
5 m, which seems feasible. If this turns out to be true, the
scope of QCM applications may be substantially extended.
Experiments are underway to validate this expectations.
Returning to TFPAS, it would be interesting to estimate
detection limit ( lr ) in measurements of lr at resonant maxima. It can be easily done by substituting typical values for
symbols in the known equation for sensitivity [11]:
Sl = −

lr df0
f0 dlr

(where f0 is operational frequency)

(2)

with Sl ∼ 0.3–0.5 (from theoretical curves in Fig. 1), lr ∼
3 m, f0 ∼ 108 Hz, df0 (feasible frequency drift) ∼ 10 Hz.
That gives the values for lr of ∼0.01 Å.
Such a high detection limit (sensitivity) opens up the possibility of a wide practical application of the sensor. It is
feasible to use the resonance-like character for building a supersensitive (ppb and ppt range) gas sensors with many applications. One of them might be a sensor for detection of buried
mines and ordnance, another for detection and identification
of chemical warfare agents. TFPAS adapted to a liquid media
might be used for real-time measurements of biological and
toxic agents in water. The latter becomes of special concern,
because of the possibility of detection of biowarfare agents.
Taking into account the detection limit of measurements
of lr estimated above, and assuming that highly specific antibodies are attached to a sorption film, the maximal expected
sensitivity of the sensor towards biowarfare agents (bacterial
cells and virus particles) could be estimated. In order to do
that, we should calculate the number of cells that would fit

into the space (over the sensor film) with the volume determined by the product: thickness detection limit (0.01 Å) ×
sensor active surface area (0.1 cm2 ) = 10−11 cm3 . The volume
of an average bacterial cell, a rod of 2 m long and 1 m in
diameter, is about 10−12 cm3 . Thus, the expected sensitivity
for bacteria is just 10 cells and is higher than with PCR-based
sensors [13]. The number of viruses, though, that might be
detected is significantly higher: for instance, only about 620
particles of a smallpox virus (400 nm × 200 nm × 200 nm).
Nevertheless, it is still one of the highest for viruses.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we confirm TFPAS λ/4 resonance sensitivity
increase that was observed in preliminary experiments earlier.
The theory of resonance sensitivity is further experimentally
validated by observing another resonance at 3λ/4.
The estimated detection limit ( lr ) in measurements of lr
at resonant maxima is of the order 0.01 Å. Such a high detection limit (sensitivity) opens up the possibility of a wide practical application of the sensor, including detection of chemical
and biological warfare agents. Estimated sensitivity for the
latter is about 10 bacterial cells, and about 600 virions (for
smallpox virus).
It is suggested that the resonance-like enhancement of sensitivity of QCM, another bulk acoustic wave sensor may be
easily achieved by the appropriate increase of the thickness
of a sorption film. That would substantially extend the scope
of QCM applications.
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